
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of account services. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for account services

Understands the strategic and financial goals of the division and leading team
in best practices and processes of order management to ensure each
member understands and meets the goals for their territory
Ensures all Account’s seasonal buys are validated against order confirmations,
verified against financial plan, and discrepancies are communicated to all
relevant parties and resolved in a timely manner
Pulls, measures and tracks Divisional weekly order fulfillment
Leads team members to be responsible for maintaining accurate data files
and communication to Accounts on PO pricing discrepancies for chargeback
research and reversals
Independently and consistently acts upon the strategic and financial goals of
the division, fully understanding how their role impacts those goals
Generates and Analyzes data to support Manager in management of the
forecast, identifies and takes action on risks and opportunities to meet fiscal
goals and support business strategies, partnering with Sr
Monitors and analyzes supply/demand match and partners with
Sales/Production/Finance to take action to manage oversolds/excess styles
and improve fill rate to customer orders
Responsible for order management of assigned Sales territory including
entering, confirming and maintaining customer orders to ensure accuracy
Validate Account’s seasonal buy, in-season reorders against order
confirmations and clearly communicate and resolve discrepancies
Monitor Account’s weekly order fulfillment to identify and communicate to
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Qualifications for account services

Review and communicate to Sales and Accounts all issues impacting
deliveries, including late receipts, product shortages, style updates, quality
issues and transportation delays
Partner with Account Logistics to ensure compliance with customers’ logistics
and floor ready requirements to minimize customer chargebacks and maintain
positive customer relations
Train, coach and serve as a mentor to Account Services Reps and Account
Logistics Specialists
Develop a clear understanding of Brand and business process requirements
specific to the division
Maintain and update orders based on customer requests and direction from
Sales
Efficient and accurate data entry abilities - numeric data entry for recording
cash transactions


